Potential therapeutic effect of nanobased formulation of rivastigmine on rat model of Alzheimer’s disease

Background: To sustain the effect of rivastigmine, a hydrophilic cholinesterase inhibitor, nanobased formulations were prepared. The efficacy of the prepared rivastigmine liposomes (RLs) in comparison to rivastigmine solution (RS) was assessed in an aluminium chloride (AlCl₃)-induced Alzheimer’s model.

Methods: Liposomes were prepared by lipid hydration (F1) and heating (F2) methods. Rats were treated with either RS or RLs (1 mg/kg/day) concomitantly with AlCl₃ (50 mg/kg/day).

Results: The study showed that the F1 method produced smaller liposomes (67.51 ± 14.2 nm) than F2 (528.7 ± 15.5 nm), but both entrapped the same amount of the drug (92.1% ± 1.4%). After 6 hours, 74.2% ± 1.5% and 60.8% ± 2.3% of rivastigmine were released from F1 and F2, respectively. Both RLs and RS improved the deterioration of spatial memory induced by AlCl₃, with RLs having a superior effect. Further biochemical measurements proved that RS and RLs were able to lower plasma C-reactive protein, homocysteine and asymmetric dimethylarginine levels. RS significantly attenuated acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity, whereas Na⁺/K⁺-adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) activity was enhanced compared to the AlCl₃-treated animals; however, RLs succeeded in normalization of AChE and Na⁺/K⁺ ATPase activities. Gene-expression profile showed that cotreatment with RS to AlCl₃-treated rats succeeded in exerting significant decreases in BACE1, AChE, and IL1B gene expression. Normalization of the expression of the aforementioned genes was achieved by coadministration of RLs to AlCl₃-treated rats. The profound therapeutic effect of RLs over RS was evidenced by nearly preventing amyloid plaque formation, as shown in the histopathological examination of rat brain.

Conclusion: RLs could be a potential drug-delivery system for ameliorating Alzheimer’s disease.
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Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common form of dementia amongst the elderly, is described by impaired neuronal signaling, leading to a slow and progressive decline in cognitive functions and behavior. AD is characterized by the deposition of amyloid-β (Aβ) protein in the form of senile plaque deposits in brain regions, such as cortex and hippocampus. Aβ is derived from the proteolytic cleavage of amyloid precursor protein (APP) by two proteases, referred to as β- and γ-secretases. Neurotoxic Aβ formation is initiated by the rate limiting enzyme β-secretase (beta-site APP cleaving enzyme, BACE), which cleaves APP at the N-terminus of Aβ, and the remnant is then cleaved by γ-secretase to release Aβ. α-Secretase cleaves the APP within the Aβ sequence and precludes Aβ formation. Inflammation, a secondary event to the deposition of Aβ in the
brain, starts as a host defense response to the damaging effects of Aβ contributing to neuronal degeneration. Activation of microglia may contribute to the neurodegenerative process through the release of proinflammatory cytokines, and other toxic products including reactive oxygen species (ROS). Furthermore, there is evidence that increased plasma concentration of homocysteine (Hcy) may contribute to the pathology of AD by increasing the plasma concentration of asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA), an endogenous competitive inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase. Hcy has been shown to inhibit the activity of endothelial dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH), the enzyme involved in ADMA hydrolysis, causing the accumulation of ADMA and the inhibition of nitric oxide synthesis.

Aluminum (Al) exposure was associated with impairment in the cholinergic system, hence representing the way by which Al contributes to the pathological process in AD. Aluminum chloride (AlCl3) accumulated in specific brain regions was correlated with the degenerative changes. Therefore, Al-induced AD in rat is the most commonly utilized animal model to mimic human AD-like symptoms.

AD is caused by reduced synthesis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh). Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (AChEIs) increase the availability of ACh through inhibition of its destruction, hence an enhancement of cholinergic transmission in the brain and improvement in the symptoms of AD.

Rivastigmine (RIVA), a novel cholinesterase inhibitor, is used for the treatment of AD. RIVA was shown to be effective in reversing scopolamine-induced cognitive dysfunction and Al-induced biochemical dysfunction in rats. RIVA is distinct from other available cholinesterase inhibitors (donepezil and galantamine) in that it is a pseudo-reversible inhibitor of both AChE and butyrylcholinesterase (BuChE) rather than a rapidly reversible inhibitor of AChE alone. Extensive, saturable first-pass metabolism leads to reduced oral bioavailability, although it is completely absorbed. Patient compliance with an RIVA regimen might be problematic due to its short half-life (1.5 hours). Hence, a sustained-release formulation would improve treatment adherence and compliance, as a result of decreased side effects and simplified dosing regimens, respectively. Several efforts were made to sustain the RIVA effect by encapsulation in liposomes and nanoparticles.

Liposomes are defined as bilayered lipid vesicles enclosing an aqueous volume. Liposomes compose a significant vesicular carrier system for therapeutic effectiveness in terms of duration of action, decrease in dose frequency, and delivering drugs at a higher efficacy and lower toxicity. Owing to the lipophilic nature of liposomes, they were considered an ideal brain-targeting drug-delivery system. The mechanisms by which liposomes cross the blood–brain barrier (BBB) could be passive diffusion through the lipophilic endothelial cells, endocytosis, or fusion with brain-capillary endothelial cells. Previous research compared the AChE inhibition effect of RIVA solution to that of RIVA liposomes (RLs) using the Ellman method, and reported that the highest AChE% inhibition values in both blood and brain of mice were after administration of RLs.

The current study aimed to develop and characterize a safe liposomal formulation of RIVA and investigate the possible therapeutic potential of this nanobased formulation in comparison to conventional drug solution in AlCl3-treated rats.

### Materials and methods

#### Materials

RIVA as hydrogen tartrate was a gift from Novartis Pharma (Cairo, Egypt). 1,2-Diacetyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (from egg yolk, ≥99%) (PC), dihexadecyl phosphate (DCP), and cholesterol (Chol) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals (St Louis, MO, USA). AlCl3 was obtained from BDH Laboratories, Poole, UK. All other chemicals were of pure analytical grade.

#### Methods

##### Preparation of RIVA liposomes

RLs were prepared by two methods: the lipid layer hydration (LH) method and the heating method (HM). In both techniques, the lipids (PC, DCP, and Chol) were used in different molar ratios and the liposomes were loaded with different molar drug concentrations (Table 1). In the LH method, the lipids were dissolved in solvent mixture (chloroform:methanol in the ratio 2:1 v/v), attached to a rotary evaporator (Laborata 4000 efficient; Heidolph Instruments, Schwabach, Germany) at 40°C and rotated at 60 rpm under vacuum (HS-3000; Hahn Shin Scientific, Bucheon, South Korea) overnight until all the liquid evaporated to a thin, dry lipid film. Then 7 mL of drug solution (40 mg/mL) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) were added to the dried film, vortexed (VSM-3; PRO Scientific, Oxford, CT, USA) for 5 minutes, and placed in a bath sonicator (S30H Elmasonic; Elma Hans Schmidbauer, Singen, Germany) for another 5 minutes. The final volume was adjusted to 10 mL, and the liposomal suspension was stored at 4°C overnight.

The other method used to prepare the liposomes was a modification of the HM, as follows. Each of the lipid ingredients
ments, Malvern, UK). The system was equipped with a 4 mW helium/neon laser at 633 nm wavelength and measured the sample with noninvasive backscatter technology at a detection angle of 173° using DTS Nano version 6.12 software (Malvern instruments). All measurements were carried out at 25°C assuming 0.8872 cps and 1.330 as medium viscosity and refractive index, respectively. Samples were diluted ten times with PBS pH 7.4 before measurement. Results were presented as an average diameter of the liposome suspension (z-average mean) against percent sample volume, and the polydispersity index (PDI), which is a measure of the width of the size distribution, was also deduced.

Optical microscopy
A thin layer of the diluted formulations was examined using an ordinary light microscope (Leica Imaging Systems, Cambridge, UK). Photomicrographs were taken using a digital camera (Victor, Yokohama, Japan).

Transmission electron microscopy
A drop of the diluted sample was placed on a copper grid (200-mesh, Science Services, Munich, Germany), left to dry in the air, and examined under a transmission electron microscope (TEM 1230; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV.

Zeta potential
The charges on the vesicular surface were determined using the Zetasizer ZS (Malvern Instruments) at 25°C for 120 seconds using a combination of laser Doppler velocimetry and phase-analysis light scattering to measure particle electrophoretic mobility. The average zeta potential and conductivity of three samples of each formulation were determined.

In vitro release study
An in vitro release study was performed using vertical Franz diffusion cells with an effective area of 3.14 cm². The donor compartment contained 1 mL of reconstituted liposome suspension of different formulations and was covered.

### Table 1 Composition of liposome formulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Ratio between lipids</th>
<th>Concentration of total lipids (mM)</th>
<th>Concentration of rivastigmine (mM)</th>
<th>Method of preparation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>4:2:1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10 mM</td>
<td>Lipid hydration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>4:2:1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10 mM</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>8:2:0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10 mM</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>8:0:2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10 mM</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>7:2:1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.5 mM</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6</td>
<td>7:2:1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10 mM</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7</td>
<td>7:2:1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>25 mM</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: PC, phosphatidylcholine; DCP, dihexadecyl phosphate; Chol, cholesterol.
with parafilm. The receptor compartment contained 25 mL PBS pH 7.4 to maintain sink conditions, and was separated from the donor compartment by cellulose membrane with a molecular weight cutoff of 12,000–14,000 (Spectrum Medica, Los Angeles, CA, USA). The receptor compartment was maintained at 37°C and stirred at 60 rpm. At predetermined time intervals (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours), samples (1 mL) were withdrawn from the sampling port and replaced with fresh buffer kept at the same temperature. RIVA concentration in samples was analyzed spectrophotometrically at 262 nm. For each formulation, drug release was studied in triplicate, and the mean cumulative percent of drug released was determined and compared to that from 1 mL control solution of RIVA in PBS pH 7.4 at a concentration of 4 mg/mL.

**Acute-toxicity study**

An in vivo acute-toxicity study of the optimum RL formulation compared to RIVA solution (RS) was carried out to assess their safety upon administration to rats. Thirty male albino rats of Wistar strain weighing 260 ± 20 g were used. Rats were divided into six groups of five rats each. Three groups were administered RS subcutaneously, and the other three groups were administered RL subcutaneously. Three dose levels of RS and RL were tested in rats: 1, 10, and 20 mg/kg, and the lethal dose that killed half the number of animals (LD$_{50}$) for both formulations over 24 hours was deduced. The rats were allowed to acclimatize for 1 week before the study and had free access to rat chow and water. The study was performed in accordance with ethical procedures and policies approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Faculty of Pharmacy, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt.

**In vivo study**

**Experimental design**

Male albino rats of Wistar strain weighing 260 ± 20 g were obtained from the animal house colony, National Research Center, Cairo, Egypt. Before starting the experiments, animals were allowed to acclimatize for 1 week and had access to rat chow and water ad libitum throughout the study. The experiments were performed in accordance with ethical procedures and policies approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Faculty of Pharmacy, Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt, following the 18th World Medical Association General Assembly, Helsinki, June 1964, and updated by the 59th World Medical Association General Assembly, Seoul, October 2008. Rats were assigned into four groups, each containing twelve animals. Group I rats were administered ultrapure water orally and served as normal control. In group II, rats received oral AlCl$_3$ (50 mg/kg/day). Group III and IV rats were treated with AlCl$_3$ (50 mg/kg/day) concomitant with subcutaneous injection of RS and RL, respectively (1 mg/kg/day). The experiment lasted for 3 months.  

**Morris water maze**

After 3 months, spatial memory was measured by the Morris water-maze (MWM) test. The water maze consisted of a circular water tank (160 cm in diameter and 35 cm in height), which was divided by four fixed points on its perimeter to four quadrants. It contained an escape platform of 10 cm in diameter of the same color as the rest of the basin (to eliminate any false-positive results due to vision), placed in a constant quadrant of the basin throughout the trials and kept 1.5 cm below the water surface. Rats were placed at a start point in the middle of the rim of a quadrant not containing the escape area with their face to the wall. Animals had four trials per day separated by 10 minutes for 5 successive days, during which the times required to find the hidden platform were averaged.

**Blood and tissue sampling**

After an overnight fast and under anesthesia, blood samples were collected from retro-orbital venous plexus of all animals into ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) tubes. Plasma was separated and stored at −80°C until analysis of C-reactive protein (CRP), Hcy, and ADMA. Brains were rapidly dissected and washed thoroughly with ice-cold saline. Whole brains of four rats from each group were formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded for subsequent histopathological examination. Whole brains of the remaining eight rats were midsagittally divided into two portions. The cerebral cortex of the right portion was microdissected and kept at −80°C for gene expression analysis. The left portion was homogenized in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) containing 1 mM EDTA, 0.25 M sucrose, 10 mM KCl and 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride and centrifuged at 800×g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The resulting supernatant was recentrifuged at 12,000×g for 15 minutes at 4°C to obtain postmitochondrial supernatant for the assessment of AChE and Na$^+$/K$^+$-adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase).

**Biochemical measurements**

Plasma level of CRP was measured by latex turbidimetric assay using a Nephstar CRP kit supplied by Goldsite.
Diagnosing (Shenzhen, China). Plasma Hcy level was assessed using a homocysteine enzyme immunoassay kit (Axis-Shield, Heidelberg, Germany). ADMA was measured using an ADMA enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (Immundiagnostik, Bensheim, Germany). Brain AChE activity was measured colorimetrically using a Quimica Clinica Aplicada SA kit (QCA, Amposta, Spain), whereas brain Na+/K+-ATPase activity was assessed following the method of Sovoboda and Mossinger. Total protein was measured according to the method of Lowry et al., using bovine serum albumin as standard.

Gene-expression analysis

Total RNA was isolated from cerebral cortex using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, USA) and RNeasy® Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). A reverse-transcription reaction was performed using a high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Real-time fluorescence-monitored polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were performed using a StepOne Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). The detection of AChE (assay ID: Rn00596883_m1), interleukin (IL)-1β (assay ID: Rn00580432_m1), and BACE1 (assay ID: Rn00569988_m1) mRNAs was performed using primers and probes mix (TaqMan probes labeled with minor groove binder [MGB]) (gene-expression assay from Applied Biosystems). The expression of the housekeeping gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA (VIC-MGB-labeled probe) was used as an endogenous control. TaqMan reactions were set up in optical 48-well reaction plates by using 25 µL of a mixture containing 12.5 µL of TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix 2×, 1.25 µL of primers and probes mix of gene assay, 1.25 µL of primers and probes mix of GAPDH (20×, according to the manufacturer’s instructions), and 5 µL of nuclease-free water. Five microliters of the cDNA samples were subsequently added to each well. The temperature profile was as follows: 95°C for 10 minutes, then 95°C for 15 seconds and 60°C for 1 minute for 45 cycles.

As a relative quantitation, fold changes were calculated following the 2^-ΔΔCt method using the manufacturer’s software. Cycle threshold (Ct) is the cycle number at which fluorescence signal, generated by the cleavage of the probe, crosses the threshold. For each sample, the Ct value of target-gene mRNA was normalized to the GAPDH endogenous control as ΔCt (ΔCt = Ct target-gene − Ct GAPDH). The fold change of the target-gene mRNA in the experimental sample relative to control sample was determined by 2^-ΔΔCt, where ∆ΔCt = ΔCt experimental − ΔCt control.

Statistical analysis

Data were presented as means ± standard error (SE). Statistical differences were assessed by analysis of variance and repeated-measures analysis of variance, followed by the Tukey-Kramer test using the InStat 2.04 statistical package (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). Probability was considered statistically significant at P < 0.05.

Results

Spectrophotometric determination of RIVA second derivative

RIVA concentration in samples was estimated by spectrophotometric determination of its second derivative at 262 nm on a scaling factor of 100 with respect to a constructed calibration curve over concentration range 4–48 µg/mL (n = 3), and the corresponding regression equation was computed with correlation coefficient (R²) of 0.999. The intra- and interday precision showed percent coefficient of variation (CV%) of less than 0.3, thus the adopted analysis method was reproducible and reliable. The components of the formulations did not interfere with determination of RIVA by this method.

Percent encapsulation efficiency

EE% of RIVA in liposomes was found to range from 75.8% ± 1.1% to 97.4% ± 2.5% (Table 2). The method of preparation of liposomes did not affect the percent of RIVA encapsulated in liposomes much, as F1, prepared by the LH method, attained EE% of 91.2% ± 2.3%, while F2, prepared using HM, was 92.1% ± 1.4% (P > 0.05). The presence of Chol had an important effect on EE% of RIVA in liposomes, as F3, prepared without Chol, had a significantly lower EE% of RIVA (86.6% ± 0.6%) compared to F6, prepared with Chol (97.4% ± 2.5%) (P < 0.05). Results also showed that increasing the ratio of PC to DCP and Chol in formulation from 4:2:1 in F2 (92.1% ± 1.4%) to 7:2:1 in F6 (97.4% ± 2.4%) led to a significant difference in EE% of the drug in liposomes (P < 0.05). The initial amount of drug used to load the liposomes had a remarkable effect on EE% of liposomes. By increasing the loading RIVA amount from 2.5 mM (F5) to 10 mM (F6) there was a 1.3-fold increase in EE% of the drug from 75.8% ± 1.1% to 97.4% ± 2.5% (P < 0.05). On the other hand, by the further increase of RIVA amount used to load the liposomes to 25mM (F7), no more increase in EE% of the drug was recorded (P > 0.05).
Vesicle-size and size-distribution determination

Liposomes prepared using the LH method (F1) attained remarkably smaller size (67.51 ± 14.2 nm) and narrower size distribution (PDI 0.627) than those prepared using HM (F2) (528.7 ± 15.5 nm; PDI 0.706) (P < 0.05) (Table 2). The presence of Chol affected the liposome vesicle size considerably, as the size of liposomes lacking Chol (F3) was 158.7 ± 9.4 nm compared to 226.1 ± 12.2 nm of F6, containing Chol (P < 0.05). Increasing the ratio of PC to DCP and Chol in the formulation from 4:2:1 in F2 to 7:2:1 in F6 led to a significant decrease in vesicle size of the liposomes from 528.7 ± 15.5 to 226.1 ± 12.2 nm (P < 0.05). Liposomes with lower drug concentration (F5) acquired vesicle size of 167.1 ± 11.4 nm, while that of higher drug concentration (F7) was 189.3 ± 14.5 nm.

Optical microscopy

The liposomes prepared using the LH method had a smooth surface, were spherical in shape, and existed mainly as single unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) (Figure 1A). Liposomes prepared using the HM also had a smooth surface, were nonaggregated, and spherical in shape, and some of the liposomes existed as multimamellar vesicles (MLVs) with relatively larger size (Figure 1B).

Transmission electron microscopy

TEM of the liposomes showed that both LH and HM generated spherical and discrete liposomes (Figure 2). TEM also showed that in some liposomes, the outer membrane could be obviously detected and enclosed the internal aqueous space.

Zeta potential

Zeta-potential values of the liposomes were found to be in the range of −6.6 ± 0.3 to −25.1 ± 0.8 mV, and the mean conductivity of the samples ranged from 15.6 ± 0.1 to 16.5 ± 0.2 mS/cm (Table 2). Results showed that the composition of liposome was the most prominent factor affecting the zeta-potential values of the vesicles rather than the method of liposome formulation. Formulation F4 (lacking the imparting negative charge agent DCP) attained the lowest zeta potential (−6.6 ± 0.3 mV). Furthermore, the zeta potential of formulations without Chol (F3, −14.0 ± 1.4 mV) was considerably lower than that of other formulations.

In vitro release study

Complete RIVA release from the prepared liposomes was attained after 24 hours compared to only 3 hours in the case of the control RIVA solution (Figure 3). The time taken to release 50% of the drug (t_{50%}) from formulations (F7, Table 2 Characterization parameters of the prepared liposomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Mean EE ± SE (%)</th>
<th>Mean z-average± SE (d-nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>Mean zeta potential ± SE (mV)</th>
<th>Mean conductivity ± SE (mS/cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>91.2 ± 2.3</td>
<td>67.51 ± 14.2</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>−24.5 ± 1.3</td>
<td>15.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>92.1 ± 1.4</td>
<td>528.7 ± 15.5</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>−21.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>15.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>86.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>158.7 ± 9.4</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>−14.0 ± 1.4</td>
<td>16.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>84.4 ± 2.2</td>
<td>403.1 ± 11.7</td>
<td>0.614</td>
<td>−6.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>16.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>75.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>167.1 ± 11.4</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>−23.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6</td>
<td>97.4 ± 2.5</td>
<td>226.1 ± 12.2</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>−25.1 ± 0.8</td>
<td>16.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7</td>
<td>94.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>189.3 ± 14.5</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>−24.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>15.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Average diameter of the vesicles.

Abbreviations: EE, encapsulation efficiency; SE, standard error; PDI, polydispersity index.

Figure 1 (A and B) Optical photomicrographs of liposomes. (A) F1, prepared by lipid hydration method and (B) F2, prepared by heating method.

Notes: Bar = 30 µm. Arrows point to multilamellar vesicles.

Figure 2 (A and B) Transmission electron micrographs of liposomes. (A) F1, prepared by lipid hydration method (bar = 50 nm) and (B) F2, prepared by heating method (bar = 1 µm).
2.520 ± 0.2 hours and F1, 3.404 ± 0.5 hours) was significantly longer than that from control solution (0.585 ± 0.06 hours) ($P < 0.05$) (Table 3). Drug release from liposomes was fast in the first 3 hours and followed by a slow pattern afterwards, with F1 showing faster drug release than F2 ($P < 0.05$). After 6 hours, the percent of RIVA released from F1 was 74.2% ± 1.5%, whereas it reached 60.8% ± 2.3% from F2. After 3 hours, the percent of RIVA released from F2 and F6 formulations varied from 51.6% ± 3.2% to 54.1% ± 2.1% depending upon the lipid ratio used ($P < 0.05$). Besides, faster drug release was observed in the case of F3 and F4, prepared lacking either Chol or DCP, respectively, as after 6 hours, 79.7% ± 3.1% and 89.1% ± 3.6% of RIVA were released, respectively, in comparison to 60.8% ± 0.3% from F2, prepared with Chol and DCP ($P < 0.05$). By increasing the loading drug amount from 2.5 mM (F5) to 10 mM (F6), there was not much change in release profile of RIVA from liposomes, as the respective drug percentages released after 3 hours were 53.2% ± 1.8% and 54.1% ± 2.2% ($P < 0.05$). The further increase in loading amount of drug to 25 mM led to a significant increase in percent RIVA released to 86.5% ± 2.9% after 3 hours ($P < 0.05$).

Data obtained from the release study were fitted to various kinetic equations, and results showed that drug release followed a zero order, as indicated by the higher ($R^2$) values (Table 3). On the other hand, the release of the control solution of RIVA followed Higuchi diffusion kinetics, where the n-value (an exponent that characterizes the mechanism of release) was less than 0.45.

It was concluded from the in vitro characterization tests above that F6 was the optimum lipid formulation. It was assigned RL and was further utilized for in vivo studies.

### Acute-toxicity study
The estimated LD$_{50}$ value of RS administered subcutaneously in rats was 4.34 mg/kg, while that of RL was 5.26 mg/kg.

### In vivo study
It should be noted that during the in vivo studies, no death occurred within animals administered 1 mg/kg RS or RL. No morphological or behavioral changes and no body-weight loss were detected in rats during the study period.

### Effect of RS and RL on spatial memory deficits in AlCl$_3$-treated rats
Impairment of spatial memory in the MWM was induced by AlCl$_3$ administration, as indicated by the significant difference in escape latencies compared to control rats on days 2, 3, 4, and 5. Cotreatment with RS to AlCl$_3$-treated rats significantly improved spatial memory, as evidenced by decreased escape latency on day 2 (45.9 ± 3 versus 58.8 ± 2.8), day 3 (38.5 ± 2 versus 51.3 ± 3), day 4 (33 ± 2.7 versus 45.1 ± 2.2), and day 5 (27.2 ± 1.6 versus 41.2 ± 2) when compared to the AlCl$_3$-treated animals ($P < 0.05$). Restoration of spatial memory was achieved upon treating rats with RL concomitantly with AlCl$_3$ (Figure 4).

### Effect of RS and RL on some biochemical parameters in AlCl$_3$-treated rats
AlCl$_3$-treated rats showed significant increase in plasma CRP, Hcy, and ADMA of 112.5%, 142.1% and, 187.2%, respectively, compared to the control values. Also, a significant increase (60.7%) in the enzymatic activity of AChE in

---

**Table 3** Kinetic analysis of release of rivastigmine from different lipid formulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>$t_{50%} \pm SE$</th>
<th>$R^2$-value$^a$ of different models</th>
<th>Order of release</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zero</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>3.330 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>2.818 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>2.534 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>2.972 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>3.404 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6</td>
<td>2.815 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F7</td>
<td>2.520 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control solution</td>
<td>0.585 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** $^a$Time taken for release of 50% rivastigmine from liposome formulations; $^b$correlation coefficient.
brain cortex was observed, whereas Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase activity was significantly decreased (58.2%) compared to the control group (P < 0.05). Cotreatment with RS and RL to AlCl₃-treated rats provoked significant reduction in plasma level of CRP (30.5% and 32.9%, respectively), Hcy (31.5% and 40.2%, respectively), and ADMA (35.2% and 29.9%, respectively) when compared to the AlCl₃-treated animals (P < 0.05), where a comparable effect of the two formulations was noticed. Regarding cortical enzyme activities, RS significantly attenuated AChE activity by 19.1%, whereas Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase activity was enhanced by 70.4% compared to the AlCl₃-treated animals (P < 0.05). RL succeeded in normalization of AChE and Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase activities (Table 4).

### Gene-expression profile

AlCl₃-treated rats exhibited significant increase in the expression of BACE1 (316%), AChE, (370%), and IL1B (358%) genes compared to control rats (100%). Cotreatment with RS to AlCl₃-treated rats succeeded in exerting significant decrease in BACE1 (63.2%), AChE (70.2%), and IL1B (70.3%) gene expression when compared to AlCl₃-treated animals. Modulation of the expression of the aforementioned genes to normal levels was achieved by coadministration of RL to AlCl₃-treated rats (Figure 5).

### Histopathological evaluation

Photomicrographs of brain sections of control rats showed normal nerve cells (Figure 6A). Brain sections of AlCl₃-treated rats showed focal area of deep eosinophilic amyloid plaques of different sizes with brain necrosis (Figure 6B). Administration of RS to AlCl₃-treated rats decreased the formation of amyloid plaques and necrotic neurons (Figure 6C); however, administration of RL protected rat brain by preventing amyloid plaque formation (Figure 6D).

### Discussion

A comparison between LH and HM used to prepare RL was set in this study. Liposomes prepared by the LH method suffered from major shortcomings by using volatile organic solvents to solubilize the lipids during their preparation, which might remain, in trace amounts, in the final preparation, contribute to toxicity, and influence the stability of the liposome formulations. It has been suggested that organic solvents can exert toxicity towards cells at both the molecular and the phase levels. Molecular toxicity caused by organic solvents was evidenced in enzyme inhibition, protein denaturation, and membrane modifications, such as membrane expansion, structure disorders, and permeability changes. Phase toxicity included extraction of nutrients, disruption of the cell components, and formation of emulsions and coating of cells. A correlation between the ability of some organic solvents to destabilize membrane proteins and their cytotoxicity was previously shown by Ivanov. Techniques such as gel filtration, dialysis, and vacuum could be utilized to decrease the concentration of the residual solvents in lipo-
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**Figure 4** Effect of aluminium chloride (AlCl₃) and combined treatment by rivastigmine solution (RS) and rivastigmine liposome formulation (RL) on the time (seconds) required to reach the platform in Morris water-maze test. Notes: Values represent means ± standard error. *P < 0.05 relative to control group; **P < 0.05 relative to AlCl₃-treated group.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Al + RS</th>
<th>Al + RL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRP (mg/L)</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.42</td>
<td>8.5 ± 0.89&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.38&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.46&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hcy (µmol/L)</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.47</td>
<td>9.2 ± 0.64&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.64&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.5 ± 0.6&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMA (µmol/L)</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.11</td>
<td>2.47 ± 0.21&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.19&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1.73 ± 0.18&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AChE (U/mg protein)</td>
<td>419.6 ± 33.2</td>
<td>674.3 ± 38.2&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>545 ± 26.6&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>494.5 ± 28.7&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na⁺/K⁺-ATPase (µmol/Pi/hour/mg protein)</td>
<td>6.41 ± 0.6</td>
<td>2.67 ± 0.29&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.55 ± 0.37&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.9&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Significantly different from the control group; <sup>a</sup>significantly different from AlCl₃-treated group at P < 0.05. Values are expressed as means ± standard error of eight rats.

Abbreviations: CRP, C-reactive protein; Hcy, homocysteine; ADMA, asymmetric dimethylarginine; AChE, acetylcholinesterase; ATPase, adenosine triphosphatase; AlCl₃, aluminum chloride.
nanoliposomes prepared by a conventional method, using volatile solvents, showed significant levels of cytotoxicity using Chinese hamster ovary K1 cells. Moreover, using heat in the HM to formulate liposomes produced sterile liposomes and abolished the need for sterilization, hence reducing the manufacturing time and cost of liposome formulation. The phospholipid molecules and cholesterol used in the structure of lipid vesicles were safe ingredients obtained from natural sources, such as egg, soy, or milk. Glycerol used in the HM was a bioacceptable, nontoxic agent serving as an isotonizing agent in the liposomal preparations. Moreover, it acted as a dispersant, preventing coagulation or sedimentation of the vesicles, thereby enhancing the stability of the liposome preparations. Besides, the reason for choosing an anionic charge conferring agent (DCP) was due to several reports on the toxicity and complications of cationic charging agents.

Results of drug encapsulation showed that the presence of Chol and the loading RIVA amount were two major factors affecting the EE% of drug inside the liposomes. RIVA was encapsulated in higher amounts inside formulation F6 than in F3, lacking Chol. It is well known that Chol modulates the fluidity of the lipid bilayer by preventing crystallization of the acyl chains of phospholipids and providing steric hindrance to their movement, thus increasing the stability of the vesicles in the presence of blood proteins and reducing the permeability of the liposomal lipid layer to enclosed drug. The positive effect of loading RIVA amount on EE% could be explained as follows: being a hydrophilic drug, the dissolved RIVA in the solution surrounding the liposomes during formation diffuses into the entrapped volume of the liposomes, so increasing RIVA concentration from 2.5 (F5) to 10 mM (F6), which led to a significant increase in EE% of the drug \( (P < 0.05) \). But as the RIVA amount was further increased to 25 mM (F7), no corresponding increase in EE% was observed. This was due to a limitation set by the volume entrapped inside the liposome. It is worth mentioning that the incorporation of the negatively charged DCP increased the interlamellar distance between the consecutive liposomal bilayers, leading to an increased drug EE% of the prepared liposomes.

The preparation method affected the liposome size, with the largest liposomes produced by the HM. This is surprising, as different techniques produced liposomes with almost the same EE% of RIVA, although there was a large difference between the mean sizes of liposomes produced by the two techniques. This contradiction is attributed to the entrapped volume inside the liposomes, which determines the aqueous EE% of hydrophilic drugs and depends on liposome...
size, composition, and lamellarity. The hydrophilic drugs are entrapped in the aqueous volume of the liposomes. The HM produced some liposomes that existed as MLVs, which were characterized by the fact that part of their internal volume was occupied by the lipid bilayer existing as multilayers, leaving less aqueous spaces for the encapsulation of hydrophilic drugs. So even though liposomes produced by the HM were larger in size, they could not encapsulate more RIVA inside them than those produced by the LH method. Similar results were reported by Thompson et al,42 who prepared liposomes by different techniques and found that the liposomes prepared by both microfluidization and HMs had high entrapment efficiencies, although liposomes produced by microfluidization were smaller in size than those produced by the HM and a higher proportion of liposomes existing as SUVs. Formulation F2 had a wider size distribution than F1 due to the presence of MLVs in F2, which were known to have a wider size distribution than SUVs in F1.43

The zeta potential is correlated with in vitro and in vivo stability of lipidosome formulations. A minimum zeta potential of ±30 mV is required to create physically stable liposome suspension, which is stabilized by electrostatic repulsion only.44 High negative charges of zeta potential acquired by the prepared liposomes signified the electrostatic repulsion between vesicles carrying the same electrical charge and preventing their aggregation (Table 2).

By comparing the release of RIVA from liposomes to that from the control solution, it could be deduced that liposomes were able to sustain the release of the drug over 24 hours compared to only 3 hours in the case of the control solution. This was verified by the longer t1/2% of liposomes compared to that of the control solution (P < 0.05) (Table 3). The RIVA release profile from formulations was biphasic, as an initial fast drug release was noticed within the first 3 hours due to the release of the drug from the small vesicles, and was followed by slow release of the rest of the drug within 24 hours. The effect of method of formulation on the RIVA release profile could be explained as follows: the LH method produced smaller liposomes (F1) than those produced by the HM (F2). It was suggested that drug release from liposomes was controlled by their size, as small liposomes had larger curvature and looser lipid packing than larger ones, making them more readily attacked by blood components and releasing the encapsulated drug in a faster pattern.45 Results also showed that RIVA release increased by increasing the loading drug amount. Bayomi et al46 also reported that diltiazem release was faster from chitosan microspheres of higher drug content. The RIVA release from liposomes followed zero-order kinetics, which meant that drug release was independent on the initial drug concentration inside liposomes.

According to the acute-toxicity study carried out in rats, giving RIVA in liposome formulation decreased the toxicity of the drug compared to the free drug solution. This might be due to the fact that a drug substance in a liposome formulation exhibited a different pharmacokinetic and/or tissue distribution profile from the same drug substance in a nonliposomal formulation given by the same route of administration.

It is well established that Al is a neurotoxic agent that gradually accumulates in the hippocampus and cortex regions of rat brain following chronic exposure, affecting learning and memory functions. It has been reported that Al was found in senile plaques in brains of AD patients.46 Al crosses the BBB via specific high-affinity receptors for transferrin. Upon entering the brain, it affects the slow and fast axonal transports, induces inflammatory responses, and causes synaptic structural abnormalities, resulting in profound memory loss.47 The current results indicated that chronic AlCl3 administration resulted in progressive deterioration of spatial memory, as tested by MWM. It was demonstrated that intracerebral AlCl3 administration caused learning deficits in the MWM task in rabbits,48 which was in agreement with our findings. This phenomenon could be attributed to the ability of Al to interfere with downstream effector molecules, such as cyclic GMP, involved in long-term potentiation,49 thereby explaining the observed memory impairment and neurobehavioral deficits.

Our data revealed that plasma CRP, Hcy, and ADMA were significantly elevated. These findings are in harmony with those of Zaciragic et al50 and Ho et al.51 In brain tissue, the pathophysiology of CRP accumulation is complex because of the requirement of systemically produced CRP to cross the BBB. However, it has been established that during inflammatory conditions, the BBB becomes dysfunctional, enabling proteins normally only found in serum to enter the cerebrospinal fluid, so the transit of circulating CRP across the BBB is the most likely potential source of cerebral CRP.52 Strang et al53 demonstrated that amyloid plaques induced the dissociation of pentameric CRP to individual monomers, which possess strong proinflammatory properties not shared with pentameric CRP, and localizing inflammation to Alzheimer’s plaques. Regarding Hcy, it can penetrate the BBB through carrier receptor-mediated transport, and elevated plasma Hcy compromises the integrity of the BBB. Therefore, the brain concentration of Hcy should be similar to that of blood.54 Hyperhomocysteinemia can induce tau hyperphosphorylation and interrupt DNA repair in
hippocampal neurons and make neurons more vulnerable to amyloid toxicity.\textsuperscript{55} Demethylation of the PS-1 (an important component of \( \gamma \)-secretase) promoter gene stimulates PS-1 expression, which in turn increases the production of A\( \beta \). Zhang et al\textsuperscript{56} found that the levels of PS-1 mRNA and protein were increased in rats with hyperhomocysteinemia, suggesting that high Hcy may selectively disrupt the methylation of PS-1 promoter, leading to increased A\( \beta \) production. ADMA is an endogenous competitive inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase. It was found that Hcy inhibits DDAH, thereby increasing ADMA accumulation and reducing NO production in cultured neurons. This finding may explain the relationship between increased circulating Hcy and the development of cognitive dysfunction in AD.\textsuperscript{57}

It has been shown that AChE activity and phospholipid composition of rat brain synaptic plasma membranes, as well as the Na\textsuperscript{+}/K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase kinetics, were altered significantly with Al treatment.\textsuperscript{58} Consistent with the previous finding of Silva et al,\textsuperscript{59} we observed that AlCl\(_3\) administration caused a significant increase in AChE activity, whereas activity of Na\textsuperscript{+}/K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase was inhibited in rat cerebral cortex. It was suggested that allosteric interaction between Al and the peripheral anionic site of the enzyme might lead to increased enzymatic activity.\textsuperscript{6} Na\textsuperscript{+}/K\textsuperscript{+}-ATPase is a ubiquitous ion-transporter enzyme that is ATP-dependent. The marked inhibition of ATPase activity by Al administration may be attributed to Al-induced oxidative stress in cranial tissue.\textsuperscript{7}

The current results revealed significant upregulation of BACE1 gene expression in brain cortex of AlCl\(_3\)-treated rats. Castorina et al\textsuperscript{60} found that AlCl\(_3\) affected APP metabolism by enhancing A\( \beta \)-induced toxicity through the induction of BACE1 transcript level in differentiated neuroblastoma cells. Al is a known pro-oxidant, which can directly act by production of free radicals or indirectly by downregulating the expression of some genes linked to the antioxidant defense.\textsuperscript{7} It was concluded that APP transcription level is highly related to the oxidative level. In addition, metal ions may have an effect on APP transcription by directly binding to the 5'-untranslated region of APP transcript, and modulate some transcription factor, such as specificity protein 1, to regulate the expression of APP and/or BACE1.\textsuperscript{61} Equally important, Chen et al\textsuperscript{62} demonstrated that increased lipid peroxidation can lead to amyloidogenesis through upregulation of BACE1 expression in vivo.

Chronic inflammatory processes might contribute to the neurodegeneration associated with AD, by overexpression of cytokines such as IL-1\( \beta \) in activated microglia.\textsuperscript{63} Our results showed significant increase in IL1B and AChE gene expression in rat brains. Al neurotoxicity involved sequestering Al and iron followed by plaque formation in brain. Microglia is then activated in an attempt to destroy the plaques.\textsuperscript{64} Metal-mediated oxidative stress, such as that induced by Al, provoked significant upregulation of a family of genes known to drive proinflammatory neuropathology.\textsuperscript{65} The promoters of these upregulated genes, such as IL-1\( \beta \), are enriched in DNA binding sites for two stress-related transcription factors, hypoxia-inducible factor and nuclear factor kappa B (NF-xB), DNA binding proteins known to contribute to pathogenic processes associated with AD.\textsuperscript{66} Increased IL-1\( \beta \) levels in AD subjects may be responsible for enhancing AChE expression and activity, possibly explaining the cholinergic dysfunction observed in AD.\textsuperscript{67} Acute stress is known to induce expression of the AChE gene and to increase brain AChE activity. ACh has anti-inflammatory actions. Hence, elevated AChE concentrations will lead to a decrease in the levels of ACh, which could trigger the onset of low-grade systemic inflammation seen in AD. This “cholinergic anti-inflammatory pathway” mediated by ACh acts by inhibiting the production of tumor necrosis factor-\( \alpha \) and IL-1\( \beta \) and suppresses the activation of NF-xB expression.\textsuperscript{68} Alteration of the aforementioned findings were confirmed by histopathological examination that revealed neuronal degeneration and brain necrosis after Al administration.

Increasing ACh concentration in the brain by modulating AChE activity is among the most promising therapeutic strategies. AChEIs may possibly contribute in delaying disease progression by interfering in the delicate balance of the cytokine cascade.\textsuperscript{69} Our data demonstrated that both RS and RL exerted significant improvement of cognitive effect, decrease in plasma CRP, Hcy, and ADMA, downregulation of BACE1, AChE, and IL1B gene expression and decreased AChE activity as compared to AlCl\(_3\)-treated animals. The overwhelming effect of RL compared to RS was manifested by normalization of cognitive effect as assessed by MWM (Figure 4), gene expression (Figure 5), and AChE activity (Table 4). The anti-inflammatory effect of RL and RS, evidenced by significant decrease in systemic CRP, Hcy, and ADMA observed in our study, resulted from its ability to downregulate the inflammatory activation of immune cells through an increased ACh level acting on nicotinic \( \alpha 7 \) receptors, as shown by Nizri et al.\textsuperscript{70} It has been reported that administration of AChE inhibitors almost completely blocked the LPS-induced increase in IL-1\( \beta \) production suggesting that increased ACh levels within the brain directly inhibit IL-1\( \beta \) production. It is also possible that the peripheral increase in ACh suppressed the production
of pro-inflammatory cytokines by macrophages, which, in turn, decreased the inflammatory signal to the brain, resulting in attenuated production of IL-1β. Overexpression of human AChE in neurons of transgenic mice produces progressive cognitive deterioration, as assessed by the MWM, suggesting that downregulation of cholinergic function is detrimental to spatial memory. With positron emission tomography techniques, it was observed that cerebral glucose metabolism declined in untreated AD patients, whereas glucose metabolism in RIVA-treated subjects was stabilized. These differences were also correlated with cognitive performance.

AChE was shown to regulate APP processing and to accelerate assembly of amyloid peptide into β-amyloid fibrils in vitro, suggesting a link between AChE overexpression and β-amyloid formation. RIVA treatment for 21 days shifted APP processing towards the α-secretase pathway in rodents. The BACE1 promoter contains a number of transcription factor-binding sites, such as NF-kB. A lack of astrocytic BACE1 expression in the absence of inflammatory signaling was demonstrated, whereas under conditions of chronic stress astrocytic BACE1 expression was induced. The anti-inflammatory effect of both RS and RL, observed in our study, might explain the downregulation of BACE1 expression.

Our data demonstrated that both RS and RL prevented the decline in Na+/K+-ATPase activity associated with Al administration, with RL exerting a more profound effect than RS. Peroxynitrite, a reactive oxidant produced by the reaction between NO and superoxide, was found to induce inhibition of membrane Na+/K+-ATPase activity. Kumar and Kumar demonstrated that RIVA increases Na+/K+-ATPase activity through decreasing nitrite level, suggesting an antioxidant-like effect of RIVA. Bihaqi et al showed that coadministration of GSH with RIVA during Al administration prevented the depletion of GSH level significantly, suggesting that the drug was efficient in preventing oxidative damage and associated alterations. The superior effect of RL over RS, reported in our study, might be attributed to the method of liposome preparation as it contained PC, a natural lipid component adding lipophilicity to the preparation, hence increasing drug permeability through brain tissue with more sustained effect.

Administration of RS succeeded in ameliorating biochemical and molecular aspects, which was reflected on histopathological investigation. Microscopic examination of brain sections showed marked reduction in neurodegeneration with improvement in neuronal features. Surprisingly, nanobased formulation of RL abolished the amyloidogenic effect of AlCl3 administration.

Conclusion
In summary, the HM was successful in preparing safe liposomes, showing high encapsulation efficiency of RIVA and sustaining its release for a prolonged period of time, thus offering patient compliance. The present results indicated that the RL formulation resulted in faster memory regain and amelioration of metabolic disturbances in AlCl3-treated rats. The RIVA nanobased formulation exerted superior influence over conventional drug solutions and could be a potential drug-delivery system for treating Alzheimer’s disease. However, further clinical studies are needed for extrapolating the experimental animal results to humans.
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